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CALLING ANYONE
WITH A CAMERA
This is your chance to
be part of an historic
filmmaking project,
which gives you a
starring role on both
sides of the camera.
After the success of Oscar
winning Director Kevin
Macdonald’s acclaimed
feature film LIFE IN A DAY,
the BBC and Ridley Scott’s
production company Scott
Free London are asking
you to record your day
and upload it via a special
channel on YouTube. Go to
bbc.co.uk/britaininaday for
more details.

You’ll be contributing to a
time capsule of what life was
really like in Britain on 12
November 2011. From the
footage, we’ll create both a
film and an archive, capturing
the day and recording our
hopes and fears for future
generations. We hope
to create one of the big
television moments of 2012
– to help us celebrate the
Olympic year.
To make Britain in a Day
a success, we’d like
contributions from anyone
and everyone across the
UK. Wherever you’re from
and whoever you are,
you’re welcome.
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We’re not looking for the next
hi-tech blockbuster: we want
honest, personal material
which provides a real insight
into your life and the life of the
UK. And you don’t need to be
a master filmmaker: you can
use a camcorder or even your
phone to make your film. It’s
about passion, not technique.
We want thousands of
submissions uploaded to
YouTube, to create a unique
portrait of modern day Britain.

This short guide will show
you how to take part, even
if you have never picked up
a camera before. It’s easy,
it’s exciting and it’s a once
in a lifetime opportunity.
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WHAT SHOULD
I FILM?

?

There are no limits –
you can submit as much
or as little as you like.
This is your chance to
express yourself so use
your imagination to best
show us your world. The
more memorable your
recording, the greater the
chance of your material
being included in the
final film.

You might want to film from
the moment you wake up;
returning from the night shift;
commuting; milking the cows;
delivering the papers; opening
up a shop; visiting your
parents in a care home; going
to yoga; playing bingo; getting
your nails done; cooking;
going on a date; going to a
football match; a camping
trip; getting ready to go out.

For most of you, what you
film will be about your day to
day lives and will reflect the
thoughts and feelings you
have along the way.

We want you to show us
your life, your family and your
neighbourhood. There may be
a big family event happening
or you might be doing
something for the first time.
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You might be moving house,
starting a new job, getting
married, having a baby.
Or you may have a personal
issue you want to talk about.
What is it like where you
live? Tell us what makes
you happy, what makes you
proud, what you most fear.
But this doesn’t have to be
just about you. If you know
someone who would make
a great subject, why not
capture their day instead?
It’s often easier and more
insightful to film someone else
going about their lives doing
something special than it is to
film yourself.
If you regularly do something
amazing or exciting, then
film it, but make sure you
stay safe.*

As we get closer to 12
November we’ll be posting
celebrity films for inspiration
and Britain in a Day’s director,
Bafta award winning Morgan
Matthews, will be telling us
more about what he’s looking
for and we’ll be posting a
‘how to’ guide packed with
filming tips.
*BE SAFE – read our
safety tips online. Go to
bbc.co.uk/britaininaday
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OUR
REQUIREMENTS
only want footage
1 We
you shoot on 12

November 2011 (from
any time on that day,
not before or after).

should capture the
2 You
highest quality footage

you can. But this project
is for everybody so
every type of camera is
welcome! Some
of the most remarkable
footage in LIFE IN A DAY
(www.youtube.com/
lifeinaday) was filmed
on mobile phones.

edit your footage
3 Don’t
into a finished film. We’re
looking for raw material!

you’ve uploaded
4 After
to YouTube, keep your

master footage. If your
footage is selected for
the finished film, we’ll get
in touch to request the
originals and any relevant
permission forms.*

a limit of 15
5 There’s
minutes per upload to

YouTube, but you can
upload as many times
as you like.

music, no captions
6 No
or graphics!
your camera or phone
7 Ifgives
you the choice, the

ideal footage would be
25fps (frames per second)
@ 1080 resolution. But
don’t worry if it doesn’t!
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8 beTheinfinished
English, but we

can accept submissions
in other languages.
If your submission is
not in English, just let
us know the language
when you upload your
film to YouTube.

filming others or
9 Iaref you’re
in certain locations,
you’ll need to get
permissions.*

*Go to bbc.co.uk/britaininaday
for more information on the
permissions you’ll need and
to download forms.
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BASIC
TIPS
Here are some top
tips to help you record
your day:
is storytelling:
1 Filmmaking
think about how to hold
the viewers’ attention.
Whether you’re filming
you or someone else, the
more personal the better.

your shots long
2 Hold
enough to establish them
in the viewers’ mind.
Avoid lots of panning
and zooming – it will look
messy and it will leave
your viewers dizzy.

film yourself or your
3 Don’t
contributors in front of

windows or other sources
of bright light, unless of
course you want them to
appear in silhouette.

sure you know how
4 Make
to make your subject

appear the right size in the
frame, by having a trial run
and reviewing the results.

you are filming yourself,
5 Ifwork
out how to fix

the camera in the right
location, whether that’s in
the palm of your hand or
tied to a drainpipe!
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free to use the ‘auto’
Don’t shoot things like
6 Feel
9
focus setting on your
a famous painting or even

AUTO

camera, rather than trying
to change the focus
manually. On modern
cameras and phones
‘auto’ usually does the
job pretty effectively.

over plan what
7 Don’t
you film – we want
spontaneity.

you’re talking about
8 Ifsomething,
don’t forget

to film it. There’s no point
telling us about hiking
through the glorious Lake
District if we don’t see
any shots of the lakes
or mountains.

a painting by a friend
without the permission
of the owner of the work.
The same goes for closeups of famous trademarks
like supermarkets or
images from film and TV
– if you include these, we
may not be able to use
your work.

There’s a simple step-by-step
video guide to making
your film look great at
bbc.co.uk/britaininaday
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LOUD AND
CLEAR
As well as the visuals,
Britain in a Day is about
hearing your thoughts,
opinions and insights.
Have a think about
what you want to say
before you start filming.
Get your message
across clearly:
It’s really important that we
can hear you properly. Pay
attention to noises where
you’re shooting which will
interfere with recording
sound. Try not to stand next
to an air-conditioning vent
or someone mowing the
lawn! Outside be aware that
a light breeze can sound
like a gale when recording.

If you’re planning to move
more than 1 metre away
from the camera during
filming, work out how
you’re going to be heard.
You could experiment with
plugging a basic microphone
into your camera.
If you don’t have a separate
microphone, perhaps plan
filming that allows you to
stay close to the camera.
 heck the sound levels by
C
making a short test film and
playing back the sound.
If it sounds distorted,
you’re either too near the
microphone or the sound
level is turned up too high
on the microphone.
There are some tips and hints
on getting the sound right at
bbc.co.uk/britaininaday
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HOW DO I UPLOAD
MY FILM TO YOUTUBE?
It’s dead simple. You’ll need to
be a registered YouTube user
to upload your videos. Go to
bbc.co.uk/britaininaday
and we’ll talk you through
how to do it.
You will be able to upload
from 12 until 21 November
to www.youtube.com/
britaininaday

FINAL WORD
Most importantly, have a
great time creating your
picture of Britain in a Day.
Good luck!
If you want to share your
experience with others, look
out for #britaininaday

?

Go to www.google.com/
support/youtube/?hl=en-uk
for information on optimising
your uploads and for other
technical support.

bbc.co.uk / britaininaday
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